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A:BSTRACT 

It is shown that every non-negative superfair process (in particular 

a non-negative submartingale) is the absolute value of a symmetric fair 

process {martingale). For the more general question posed in the title, 

the evidence is inconclusive. If however the adjective convex is omitted 

from the title, an affirmative answer is provided. Furthermore, trans

forming functions ~' such that every superfair process {submartingale) 

is that ~ of a fair process (martingale), are shown to exist. The re

sults are extended to continuous-parameter submartingales with right

continuous sample functions. 
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1. Introduction. 

Let M = (M1, M
2

, ••• ) be a martingale and suppose ~ is a convex 

function such that El~(M )j< = for all n. It is then an immediate and n 

well-known consequence of Jensen's inequality ([7], p. 29) that the pro-

cess ~(M) = (~(!\), ~(M
2

), ••• ) is a submartingale. It seems natural 

to inquire whether the converse is true. More precisely, attention is 

called to the following question: Given a submartingale S =_(s1, s
2

, ••• ), 

is there always a martingale M = (~, M
2

, ••• ) and a convex function ~, 

such that the process ~(M) = (~(M1), ~(~), ••• ) has the same distribution 

as S, and if so, to what extent does the function ~ have to depend on 

s? Theorem 1 provides an affirmative answer in the case when S is non

negative. Furthermore in this case the absolute-value-function,~: x • lxl, 

is shown to work for every S. Roughly speaking Theorem 1 says that every 

non-negative submartingale is the absolute value of a martingale. Moreover, 

the corresponding martingale can be chosen either to be symmetric or else 

to have any mean m with 1ml ~ ES 1 • 

For submartingales which may assume negative values, the evidence is 

inconclusive so long as one insists on the convexity of the transforming 

function ~- If however ~ is not required to be convex and one merely 

asks whether every submartingale is a function of a martingale, then .the 

answer is.¥.!:!.• Furthermore, there are functions ~ such that every sub

martingale is the ~ of some martingale. In fact Theorem 2 shows that 

such a function ~ can be made symmetric and resemble (see (13) of Section 

2) the absolute-value-function outside an arbitrarily small neighborhood of 

the origin. Incidentally, Theorem 1 and 2 are shown to hold not only for 

{sub)martingales but for the rather more general class of (super) fair 
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processes. The distinction being that in order for a process to qualify 

as a (sub)martingale it is required to have finite expectations in addi

tion to being {super) fair. 

Section 3 is devoted to the extension of Theorem 1 to continuous

parameter submartingales with right-continuous sample functions. Here the 

obvious excursion through the hierarchy of binary rationals is taken. The 

trouble is that the construction suggested in the proof of Theorem 1 does 

not necessarily yield a consistent family of finite-dimensional distribu

tions. Consequently one has to resort to some weak-convergence arguments 

in order to establish the existence of the desired martingale. In some 

special cases, such as the Poisson process, it is possible to explicitly 

construct a martingale whose absolute values form the given submartingale. 

In general, however, the method of proof gives practically no insight into 

the nature of these martingales. It may perhaps be of interest to find out 

more about a martingale whose absolute value is distributed like, for ex

ample, the square of Brownian Motion. 

2. Discrete-parameter processes. 

As is evident from the introduction, this note is concerned with dis

tributions of stochastic processes rather than with the processes them

selves. It is therefore expedient and does no harm to identify a process 

with its distribution. Both terms will thus be treated as interchangeable 

synonyms, letting convenience dictate which is to be used in any particular 

statement. The distribution of a real-valued process X = (x
1

, x
2

, ••• ) is 

. most conveniently perceived as the sequence cr = (cr0 , cr1 , ••• ) of its suc

cessive regular conditional distributions given the past, where of course 
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cr
0 

is the distribution of x
1

, while for each n > 1 and every n-tuple 

(x1 , ••• , xn) of real numbers, cr (x1 , ••• , x) is a regular conditional 
n n 

distribution of Xn + 1 
given X. = x., 

J J 
1 ~ j ~ n. Indicative of the gam-

bling ideas that have produced Theorem 1, cr might be called a strategic 

form of the process X, or simply its strategy. In fact cr is a (measurable) 

strategy in the sense of Dubins and Savage [4]. Plainly, two processes have 

the same distribution iff they admit of equal strategic forms. Henceforth a 

process will be identified with its strategy. 

A lottery is a probability measure on the feal line. If 9 is a lot

tery with Jlxld9(x) < =, write m{9) for Jxd9(x) =the~ of a. A 

process or strategy cr = (a
0

, a 1 , ••• ) is fair (superfair) if for each 

n > 1 and every n-tuple (x1 , ••• , xn) of real numbers, 

m(crn(x1 , ••• , xn))= xn (is finite and no less than xn). Notice that for 

cr to be {super) fair, neither a
0 

nor the marginal a-distributions of the 

coordinates need have a mean. Given a lottery 9, it is convenient to 

introduce two related lotteries 9 and lei defined by 

(1) 

(2) 

8(A) = 9(-A) 

= 

for every {Borel) subset, A, of the real line, where 

-A = (x: -xeA} and 

Note: 8( -A) = 8(A); ra1 = I el; e is symmetric if£ 

negative {i.e. 9[0, 00) = 1) iff I el = a. 
9= e; it is non-

Similarly, a process or a strategy a = (cro, crl' ... ) is non-negative 

if laol = cro and if for each n > 1 and every n-tuple (xl, • • •, X ) n 

non-negative numbers, lcrn(x 1 , .•• , xn)I = crn(x1 , ... , xn); cr is~ 

metric provided cr0 = cr0 and crn{-x1 , ... , -xn) = crn(x1 , ... , xn1 for all 
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n > 1 and all n-tuples (x1 , ••• , xn) of real numbers. These conditions 

on a are of course equivalent to the corresponding conditions on the coor

dinate-process X = (x1, x
2

, ••• ) induced by a; i.e. a is non-negative 

iff so is X; cr is symmetric iff X and -X = (-x1, -x2 , ••• ) have the 

same distribution. 

Theorem 1. Suppose cr = (cr0 , cr1 , .•. ) !!, ~ non-negative superfair process. 

Then there is .! symmetric fair process µ, = (µ,0 , µ1 , ••• ) , such that 

(*) I µ, ( xl , • • • , x ) I n n 

for all n ~ 1 and all n-tuples of real numbers • -------
Furthermore, if cr

0 
has~ finite~, then for every m with 

I ml ~ m(cr
0
), there is !. fair process µ, with m(µ,0 ) = m for which (*) 

holds. ---
The key to the construction of µ, is a mapping a which associates 

with every pair (9, x), where 9 is a lottery with a finite mean and x 

is a real number with !xi~ lm(e)I, another lottery, a(9, x), defined 

as the unique convex combination of 8 and 0 whose mean is x. Formally, 

a( e, x) m(9) + X m(9) - X -
= 2m{8) 8 + 2m(8) e, m(e) I= 0 

lxl < lm(e) 1-
1 i-. = 29 + 28, m(8) = 0 

Some easily verifiable properties of the mapping a are listed here for 

later reference. All pairs (•, •) occurring in the list, (4) through (10), 

are assumed to be in the domain of definition of a. 

(4) m(ct(•, x)) = x. 
(a was aimed at these two properties.) 

< 5) I a( e, ·) I = I e I . 
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(6) a(.' x) = et( • ' -x). 

(7) a(e, ·) = et(9, . ) . 
(8) a( et( •, X) , Y) = et( • ' y). 

(9) et(•,~+ (1 - A)y) = Aet(•, x) + (1 - A)et(•, y), O~A~l. 

(10) . et(A9l + (1 - A)9
2

, •) = Aet(e1 , •) + (1 - A)et(9
2

, •), provided 

m( e
1 

) = m( 9
2 

) • 

Proof of Theorem 1. The construction of µ, is facilitated essentially by 

(4) and (5), thus. If m(a0 ) is finite and it is desired that µ,
0 

have a 

prescribed mean m with 1ml ~ m(a0 ), set µ,
0 

= et(a
0

, m); otherwise 

pick any Ae[O, l] and take µ,0 = AO"O + (1 - A)cr0 • In both instances 

lµ,ol = ao; µ,o is symmetric provided m=O in the first case, and when 

A=½ in the second. The construction of ( µ,1' µ,2' ... ) proceeds with no 

regard to the choice of µ,o· For n ~ 1, µ,n is defined simply by 

(11) = et(a (lx11, ... , Ix l),x ), n n n 

where (x1 , ••• , xn) is any n-tuple of real numbers. Observe that 

Ix I) n 
because a is superfair and thus µ, is well 

n 

defined. Clearly, (4) implies that the process µ, = (µ,
0

, µ,
1

, ••• ) is fair, 

whereas that µ, satisfies{*) is an immediate consequence of (5). 

The issue of symmetry is settled by means of (6). As has been demon

strated, µ,
0 

can always be made symmetric simply by taking it to be 

_l._ 1-
"2Uo + Po• Having done so, the entire process µ,, as constructed, is 

necessarily symmetric because 

(12) = ci(an(lxl~' ••• , Ix I ),-x) n n 

= a(an(lx11, ... ' Ix I ) ,x ) n n = µ, (x1 , ••• , x ) , n n 
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where the first and last equalities are the definition, (11), of µn' 

while the middle equality follows by an application of (6). Equality 

of the extreme sides of (12) for all n > 1 and all (x1 , ••• , xn), 

together with the symmetry of µ0 , is precisely the symmetry of the 

entire process µ. Incidentally, (12) alone can naturally be inter-

preted as conditional symmetry given the initial state of the process. 

It is thus evident that all the fair processes µ obtained here are, in 

this sense, conditionally symmetric. Another pleasant feature of the method 

is that if a is fair to begin with and one chooses µ0 = a
0

, then the con

struction yields µ=a. , . 

For the rest of this section it is convenient to switch back to the tra

ditional language of sequences of random variables. A (sub)martingale is of 

course a (super) fair process X = (x
1

, x
2

, ••• ) such that EjX I<~ for all n. n 

Corollary 1. Given!. non-negative submartingale S = (s1 , s
2

, ••• ), then 

for any real number m with !ml :S Es 1 , there is !. (conditionally symmetric) 

martingale M = (M1 , M2 , ••• ) with~ m such that, the process 

has the same dist~ibution as s. If m = O, then 

M .£!!! be made symmetric. 

Proof. Translate from strategic to random-variable terminology and interpret 

Theorem 1 accordingly. 

Proceed now to general subma.rtingales. For each e > 0, introduce the 

function q, = q, defined by 
e 

(13) q,(x) = lxl-e, lxl ?: e 
= e(lnlxl - lne), 0 < !xi < e. 
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Theorem 2. Suppose S = (s 1 , s
2

, ••• ) is any superfair process (submar

tingale). Then for every e > O, there is!. fair process (martingale) 

has the same distribution as S. ------ -
Proof. Given e > 0, 

(14) Y(x) x/e = ee 

= X + e 

consider the function Y = 'i' defined by 
€ 

x<O 

X > 0. 

Plainly, 'i' is positive, convex and increasing. Therefore 

'i'(S) = (Y(s 1), 'i'(s2 ), ••• ) is a positive superfair process. Apply 

Theorem 1 to 'i'(S) to obtain a fair process M, such that jMj has 

the same distribution 'i'(S). apply 
-1 

to both of as Next 'i' these pro-

cesses to obtain that y-1( IMI) and s have the same distribution. Fi-

nally, observe that 'l'-
1(1·1) = cpe(•). If s is a submartingale (i.e. e 

superfair with EjS I < co), n it is easy to check that so is Y(S), there-

fore in this case M is indeed a martingale and not merely a fair process. 

The proof is thus complete. 

3. Continuous-parameter processes. 

Theorem 3. Let Z = (zt, t 2: 0} be !. non-negative submartingale, almost 

all of whose sample-functions~ right-continuous. Then there exists a -----
martingale Y = (Yt' t 2: 0} such that, the process Y = (IYtf, t 2: 0} 

has the~ distribution as z. Furthermore, Y can be chosen either to ----

Let T be a countable dense subset of (0, co), such as for example 

the set of binary rationals. The major step in the proof of Theorem 3 
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consists of demonstrating the existence of a martingale (Yt' teT} for 

which the distribution of (IYtj, teT} is the same as that of 

(zt, teT}. The existence of such a martingale is the content of Theorem 

3*· Before Theorem 3* can be conveniently stated, some handy notation is 

needed. 

Let T be any countable subset, of [O, 00 ) (think of T as being 

the set of rationals in [O, 00 )). Let n be the set of all real-valued 

functions on t. For teT and wen, let xt(w) = w(t). Take a to be 

the smallest sigma-algebra of subsets of n with respect to which every 

xt, teT, is measurable from (n, B) to the Borel real line, and, for 

teT, at to be the sigma-algebra generated by the collection (x ' seT, s < s t}. 

A probability measure cr on a turns the coordinate-process, (Xt, teT}, of 

n into a real-valued stochastic-process whose paths are points in w. Denote 

by E cr 
expectations as well as conditional expectations with respect to cr. 

Identfying a process with its distribution, refer to cr as being the process 

itself. Say that cr is non-negative, if for each t ~ 0, cr(w:Xt(w) ~ O} = 1; 

that cr is a (sub)martingale, if E jx I < oo cr t 
for all teT, and 

* Theorem 3 Let cr be~ non-negative submartingale ~ (n, B). Then there 

exists~ martingale (n, B) such that the u-distribution of -- -- -- . ------ -
(lxtj, teT} is cr. Furthermore, given any real number m with 

I mj :S infteTEcrXt, µ, ~ be chosen ~ have ~ m (i.e. Eµ,Xt = m, all teT). 

When m = O, the µ, obtained is symmetric. 

Proof. Given a subset, S, of T, let a(s) be the sub sigma-algebra of 

a generated by (Xt' teS}. a(s) is of course isomorphic to the product 
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sigma-algebra on the set of all functions from s to the real line R, RS. 

For each t in s let Bt(s) be the further sub sigma-algebra of B(s) 

generated by (XS, s e:S, s < t}. Let as denote the restriction of a to 

a(s). Clearly, under as, the process (xt, te:S} forms a non-negative sub

martingale with respect to its intrinsic sigma-algebras (Bt(S), te:S}. 

Suppose now that S is a finite subset of T. Theorem 1, then, applies to 

obtain a probability measure µ
8 

on (0, S(s)) for which the adapted process 

((Xt, Rt(s)), te:S} is a martingale with the prescribed mean m and such 

that, the µ
8
-distribution of (jxtj, te:S} is the same as the a

8
-distribution 

of {xt, te:S}. Doing so for every finite subset, S, of T, produces a 

system of finite-dimensional distributions, (µ
8

}, for the coordinate-process, 

(Xt' te:T}, on O. Unfortunately, however, as pointed out in the intro

duction, the system (µ
8

} is generally not consistent and therefore it does 

not extend as such to a measure µ on the full sigma-algebra B. An addi

tional argument is thus needed to obtain the desired µ. 

Enumerate T and arrange it in a sequence (t1 , t
2

, ••• ). For n ~ 1, 

let S(n) be the set (t1 , ..• , tn}, reordered so as to form an increasing 

sequence of real numbers. Abbreviate B(S(n)) by B(n), µS(n) by µn and 

let 1 ~ k ~ n, be the restriction of µn from a(n) to B(k). Since 

k 
µn is essentially a probability measure on the Borel sigma-algebra of Euclid-

ean k-space, the standard diagonal method (see for example p. 205 of (5)) 

applies to obtain a subsequence, (n'}, of {n}, and for each k a sub-proba-

k k } k bility-measure µ on ij(k), such that {µn' converges weakly to µ. That 

k the µ are proper probability measures, follows from the fact that for each 

fixed k, the µ:-distribution of {jxtj }, te:S(k)} is aS(k)' independently 

k 
of n > k. Therefore for each k, the sequence (µn' n ~ 1} is tight 

and no mass can escape in the limiting process. By the very nature of the 
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(11.k} diagonal method, ,... forms a consistent syst_em of finite-dimensional distri-

butions on (B(k)}; and since S(k) increases to T, Kolmogorov's consistency 

theorem applies to obtain a probability measure µ on (n, a) whose restric-

tion to B(s), for any finite subset, s, of T, is s 
where s is of µ, , µ 

course the restriction of 
k B(s) for k such that S(k) ~ s. µ, to any 

Plainly, the µ,-distribution of Clxt I, te:T} is cr, EX = m µ, t for all t in 

T and, if m = O, (Xt, teT} and (-Xt' teT} have the same µ-distributions. 

Also, it is not hard to argue that under µ,, the adapted process ((Xt, Bt(s)), 

teS} forms a martingale, for every finite Sc T. That under such circum

stances, the entire coordinate process ((Xt, Bt), te:T} forms a martingale 

is perhaps noteworthy for its own sake, especially when contrasted with an 
, 

example, due to Diudonne (1], of a uniformly-integrable, countable martingale-

net which fails to converge in the almost-sure sense. To establish this fact, 

let s < t be two fixed elements of T. Let C be the collection of all 

finite sets F, such that (s, t} c F CT. For F in C, let 

tingale, YF = Xs a.s. for every F in C. In particular YF converges 

a.s. to X, as F filters to T. On the other hand, when C is ordered 
s 

by inclusion, the process ((YF, Bs(F)), FeC} forms a uniformly integrable 

martingale-~. Observe that since T is countable, sup (B (F), Fee}= 
s 

to E(Xtlas) as F fil-

ters to T. Of course, the L1-limit of YF has to agree a.s. with its almost

sure limit and consequently E(Xtl8s) = Xs a.s. 

The proof of Theorem 3* is thus complete. 

Theorem 3 follows from 3* by standard martingale arguments, such as 

can be found, for example, in Chapter 6 of Meyer [7]. 
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